To search for articles on specific topics in the ‘Recently Used Sources’, select ‘International Law Review Articles Combined’
You can combine your TERMS and PHRASES or restrict by segment (i.e. TITLE, SUMMARY) like shown below:
**Find a Source**

To locate a specific source to include in your search when you are not sure of the publication title or its location in the list of sources, use the "Find a Source" feature. Use Option 1 to search for a source, or Option 2 to browse for a source alphabetically. Like shown below:

**Option 1: Type in keyword, list, or phrase (e.g., law review or genfed courts)**

*international legal materials*

**Option 2: Browse Alphabetically**

0 A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

Results are listed in order of relevance

1 300 of 300

- International Legal Materials
- International Legal Theory
- International Legal Perspectives
- Restatement on Foreign Relations - International Trade Materials

For example, searching for the *Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe* within this source:

All texts can be printed out, downloaded, or sent by e-mail, or by fax

For more information consult the LexisNexis online Help tutorial.

Please, respect LexisNexis Terms & Conditions